Context: Multiple myeloma (MM) is a B-cell malignancy characterized by monoclonal expansion of abnormal plasma cells in the bone marrow. It accounts for 10% of hematological malignancies. Although patients respond to a wide range of anticancer modalities, relapse occurs in a significant number of the cases. Immunotherapeutic approaches have been evolved to tackle this problem. Cancertestis antigens CTAs as a group of tumor-associated antigens are appropriate targets for cancer immunotherapy as they have restricted expression pattern in normal tissues except for testis which is an immune-privileged site. Expression of these antigens has been assessed in different malignancies including MM. Evidence Acquisition: We performed a computerized search of the MEDLINE/PubMed databases with key words: multiple myeloma, cancer-testis antigen, and cancer stem cell and immunotherapy. Results: Several CTAs including NY-ESO-1, MAGE and GAGE family have been shown to be expressed in MM patients. Cellular and humoral immune responses against these antigens have been detected in MM patients. Conclusions: The frequent and high expression level of CTAs in MM patients shows that these antigens can be applied as cancer biomarkers as well as targets for immunotherapy in these patients.
Context
Multiple myeloma (MM) is the second most frequent hematological malignancy accounting for 10% of all hematological malignancies and 1% of all cancers (1) . The main characteristic of this B-cell malignancy is the monoclonal expansion of abnormal plasma cells in the bone marrow which results in heterogeneous manifestations of the disorder including bone pain and fractures, symptoms of inadequate hematopoiesis, hypercalcemia, hyperviscosity, renal failure, infections and peripheral neuropathy (1, 2) . Several chromosomal, genetic and epigenetic events have been known to contribute to plasma cell transformation as well as disease progression (3) . The most significant epigenetic changes detected during the transformation of monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) to myeloma are global hypomethylation and gene-specific hypermethylation (3) .
A wide range of anticancer modalities such as conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy, corticosteroids, radiation therapy, in addition to an increasing number of drugs with novel mechanisms of action such as lenalidomide and bortezomib are being used in MM patients. However, relapse and disease resistance occur in a considerable subset of patients (4, 5) . This problem necessitates a search for novel modalities with the ability to target the population of cells which are responsible for relapse. Immunotherapy as a new strategy to tackle the problem of relapse has gained attention from researchers. In this field, cancer-testis antigens (CTAs) have been identified as appropriate targets for immunotherapy of cancer.
Evidence Acquisition
In order to collect data about expression of CTAs in MM, we performed a computerized search of the MEDLINE/ PubMed databases with the key words: multiple myeloma, cancer-testis antigen, cancer stem cells and immunotherapy.
Cancer Stem Cells (CSCs) in MM
MM is one of the first tumors assumed to arise from proliferation of a rare population of CSCs (6) . Evidences supporting the presence of CSCs in MM came from studies which showed that myeloma plasma cells are functionally competent and able to make monoclonal immunoglobulin. In addition, it has been shown that most of such cells are quiescent which implies that tumor growth is limited to a specialized cell population (4) . CSCs have been shown to have some biological features of normal adult stem cells such as self-renewal and expression of specific cell markers (7) . MM stem cells have the ability of self-renewal in addition to producing differentiated effectors (specifically plasma cells) (4) . Another characteristic of normal stem cells is resistance to toxic injury, which is believed to be shared by myeloma stem cells. The evidences for such idea have come from the results of studies showing the persistent risk of relapse among MM patients after treatment with standard therapies. Moreover, in vitro studies have shown that MM CSCs are relatively resistant even to novel agents compared with the myeloma plasma cells (4) . The exact phenotypic characteristics of MM CSCs have not been clarified yet. However, it has been demonstrated that these cells do not express CD138. Such circulating clonotypic B-cell populations are responsible for the relative drug resistance in MM which is mediated by processes that guard normal stem cells against toxic injury. These processes include drug efflux and intracellular drug detoxification (8) . Some CTAs have been shown to be preferentially expressed in CSCs derived from lung, colon and breast adenocarcinomas as well as glioma cell lines (9) . However, the expression pattern of CTAs in MM CSCs remains to be elucidated.
Immunotherapy in MM
The role of immune system in the prevention of cancers and specifically hematological malignancies has been demonstrated by increased incidence of such malignancies in immunesuppressed patients. However, various tumor escape mechanisms contribute to the failure of immune system in such an attempt. Among them are abnormal number and function of dendritic cells (DCs), loss of expression of major histocompatibility complex (MHC), expansion of regulatory T cells (Treg), decreased T-cell cytotoxic activity and responsiveness to IL-2, as well as impairment of B-cell immunity which have been demonstrated in MM (10) (11) (12) . In addition, a role for myeloid-derived suppressor cells in the pathogenesis of myeloma has been highlighted in recent years (13) . Importantly, adaptive immune system has been shown to have a role in the control of MM given that donor-derived T cells participate in the effectiveness of allogeneic stem cell transplantation and when infused into MM patients can induce remission in relapsed patients (14) . Consequently, diverse immunotherapeutic approaches such as monoclonal antibodies, idiotype or peptide vaccines, DC vaccines, adoptive T-cells immunotherapy as well as strategies to interrupt negative regulation of immune system have been developed and used in MM patients (15) . Such approaches provide new tools for removal of residual disease after treatment (16) . Although the ability of immunotherapeutic approaches to eliminate MM CSCs has not been evaluated yet, evidences suggest small fractions of MM cells which escape the action of chemotherapy and are invisible by conventional techniques can be destroyed by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) (17) . CTAs are appropriate targets for active-specific immunotherapy which has the important characteristic of inducing highly effective antitumor T lymphocytes and memory functions. As shown in MM patients, infusion of donor lymphocytes in relapsed and refractory patients could induce long-term remission (18) . Consequently, researches are focused on feasibility and efficacy of CTAbased immunotherapeutic approaches in MM patients.
Results

Cancer-Testis Antigen (CTA) Expression in MM
CTAs are a group of tumor associated antigens (TAAs) with restricted expression in normal somatic tissues, with expression in gametogenic tissues as well as a wide variety of tumors (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . Such expression pattern has provided them with properties to be used as cancer biomarkers (25) as well as targets for cancer immunotherapy because of the immune-privileged status of the testis (26, 27) . However, some of genes previously attributed to this family have been shown to be expressed in normal somatic tissues at a level comparable to gametogenic tissues which necessitate reevaluation of the expression of so called genes in normal tissues (28) . According to their expression pattern, CTAs can be classified to three categories of testis-restricted, testis/brain-restricted and testis-selective (29) . Assessment of CTAs expression in different tissues is important in estimation of probability of immunotherapy side-effects (16) . Although the function of all CTAs has not been defined yet, some of them are shown to have relevant functions in the process of tumorigenesis. This is especially an important criterion for a TAA being used in immunotherapy to prevent alternative clonal progression. Other critical characteristics of appropriate targets for immunotherapy are restricted expression in normal tissues to reduce toxicity when targeted and expression in a large population of patients to increase applicability (15) . Both of these properties have been demonstrated for CTAs. Expression of CTAs in spermatocytes and their function in meiosis imply that their aberrant expressions in cancer cells may cause abnormal chromosome segregation and aneuploidy, rationalizing their significance in the process of tumorigenesis (17) . CTA expression in tumor cells has been assumed to be regulated by epigenetic mechanisms, namely demethylation (21) . The absence or low expression of CTAs in differentiated somatic tissues implies that their expression in tumor tissue might be confined to cells that maintain stem cell properties i.e. CSCs (17) . The expression of various CTAs has been assessed in MM samples and cell lines. These antigens have been proposed as applicable prognostic markers in newly diagnosed MM patients as well as relapse patients (16) . In addition, longitudinal studies have indicated a strong correlation between CTA expression and the clinical course of MM in such a way that only a small percentage of patients in complete remission have been shown to express CTAs. On the contrary, half of the patients in partial remission have been shown to express CTAs (14) . Table 1 summarizes a list of CTA genes whose expression has been identified in MM patients.
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CTAG2 (LAGE1)
In an expression study of CTAs in MM patients, it has been demonstrated to be the second most frequently expressed CTA after MAGE-C1/CT7 (34) . Its expression has been shown to result in recognition of tumor cells by LAGE specific autologous CTLs (48) . Its expression in relapsed MM cases has been shown to be associated with shorter progression free survival (16) . It is among the genes whose expressions in MM patients have been shown to be correlated with resistance to proteasome inhibitor bortezomib (40) . Its amino acid sequence is highly similar to NY-ESO-1 (34) . It has been shown to be expressed in half of stage III myelomas and plasma cell leukemia (35) as well as about half of MM patients in another independent study (34) . Its expression has been frequently detected in a selection of MM patients, despite the notably lower expression of its close homologue NY-ESO-1. It has been suggested that because of the high sequence homology, LAGE-1 may also induce an immune response against NY-ESO-1. Moreover, the concomitant expression of LAGE-1 and NY-ESO-1 has been detected in 23% of the advanced stage MM patients (36).
GAGE Family
In total, expression GAGE family genes have been detected in one-third of MM patients. Their expression has been identified as an independent prognostic factor in MM patients (34) . GAGE-4 and GAGE-8 are testis/brain-restricted antigens with higher expression frequency in relapse MM patients than in newly diagnosed ones (16) . GAGE-1 and GAGE-12 have been shown to be over-expressed in a group of patients in which genes involved in cell cycle and proliferation were over-expressed, which verifies the association between CTA genes and prognosis (42).
MAGE Family
MAGE family members locate on the X chromosome and share a 200 amino acid common domain, named MHD (MAGE Homology Domain) (49) . The expression of MAGE family members in tumor cells seems to participate in the malignant phenotype and poor response to treatment modalities (50) . They may participate in tumor transformation or in some features of tumor progression for instance in tumor metastasis (51) . A previous study has shown that about one-third of MM samples express at least 1 of the MAGE-A genes, and about two-third express at least 1 of the MAGE-type genes (35) . Most of these genes have testis-restricted expression pattern. However, some of them have a less restricted expression pattern in normal tissues. As in most studies the expression pattern of these genes has been evaluated altogether. We will discuss them in a separate part.
MAGE-A Genes
MAGE-A1 and MAGE-A2 expressions have been shown in new cases as well as relapse cases of MM with comparable frequencies (16) . MAGE-A3 gene has been shown to be involved in the survival of myeloma cells, reducing drug induced apoptosis (52) . MAGE-A3 has been previously suggested as a gatekeeper CT gene in solid tumors (53) . However, a more recent study in MM patients has indicated that MAGE-C1/CT7 strongly predict simultaneous expression of other CTAs, even of MAGE-A3 (14) . MAGE-A3 has been shown to be expressed in more than half of MM patients with bone marrow plasma cell infiltration > 10% (14) . MAGE-A6 and MAGE-A9 expressions in newly diagnosed MM patients have been associated with shorter progression free survival and shorter overall survival respectively. MAGE-A9 has been expressed in relapse patients as well (16 
MAGE-B Genes
MAGE-B2 has been among the most frequent testis-restricted CTAs in both newly diagnosed and relapse MM patients with higher expression frequency in new cases. However, it has been proved to be expressed in a subset of normal plasma cells. MAGE-B1 and MAGE-B4 have also been demonstrated to be expressed in both patient sets (16).
MAGE-C Genes
MAGE-C1 gene is located in the region Xq26-27. Immunofluorescence staining has shown its protein in the cytoplasm as well as in the cell nucleus. In addition, MAGE-C1/ CT7 has physical interaction with NY-ESO-1 protein, implying that the coordinated expression of these two genes is a frequent happening in many types of tumors, such as MM (54) . It has been among the most common testisrestricted CTAs in both newly diagnosed and relapsed MM patients with expression in a small percentage of normal plasma cells (16) . The expression of its protein has been demonstrated in most MM, medullary plasmacytoma, and extramedullary plasmacytoma samples (55, 56) . Furthermore, its expression on the cell surface has been shown in the CAG myeloma cell line and one case of plasmacytoma (55) . As MAGE-C1/CT7 expression seems to arise early in the course of disease, it may have a function in the early stages of MM and may participate in plasma cell proliferation (34) . The involvement of MAGE-C1/CT7 in survival of malignant MM cells has been demonstrated in two independent studies aimed at MAGE-C1/CT7 silencing. Both studies have shown that MAGE-C1/CT7 expression in MM decreases drug induced apoptosis (52, 57) . MAGE-C1/ CT7 expression has been frequently detected in osteolytic lesions of MM patients with higher expression frequency in patients with advanced stage of disease and with a chromosomal deletion of 17p13 (p53). In addition, an association has been found between the percentage of MAGE-Iran J Cancer Prev. 2015;8 (5):e3755 www.ijcancerprevention.com C1/CT7 expressing myeloma cells and higher proliferative rate (58) . MAGE-C1/CT7 expression has been shown to be high post therapy and in the relapse cases (16) . Notably, it has been shown that if a patient expressed a MAGE-C1/CT7 at least once, the likelihood for its expression in relapse is close to 100%, a finding that is important for selection of MAGE-C1/CT7 as a target for immunotherapy. As it has been proved to be present even in remission phase, it is an appropriate target for immunotherapy in minimal residual disease (14) . The correlation of MAGE-C1/CT7 expression with disease stage, patient prognosis and survival has been assessed in various studies. For instance, higher expression of MAGE-C1/CT7 has been observed in samples of MM stage III, compared to individuals with MGUS or lower stages suggesting its relation to disease progression in myeloma (34, 56) . Another study has shown that MAGE-C1/CT7 is more expressed in patients with newly diagnosed MM compared with patients with MGUS and its expression is associated with shorter survival (36) . In addition, sub cellular localization of MAGE-C1/CT7 has been shown to be correlated with prognosis in such a way that its pure cytoplasmic expression was associated with a better prognosis than combined nuclear-cytoplasmic or nuclear expression only (44) . Furthermore, MAGE-C1/ CT7 expression in malignant plasma cells from bone marrow has a prognostic value in early recurrence and worse overall survival after allogeneic hematopoietic stem cells transplant (alloSCT) and correlates with disease burden after treatment (14) . In another study, its expression has been identified as the only independent prognostic factor in non-transplanted patients (34) . Its expression has been demonstrated to be more frequent in newly diagnosed MM cases than in relapse cases (16) . MAGE-C1/ CT7-specific T lymphocytes have been identified in MM patients implying the suitability of this antigen for immunotherapeutic approaches (46, 59, 60) . MAGE-C1 has been proposed as a gatekeeper gene for expression of other CTAs (14) . MAGE-C2 is a testis/brain-restricted antigen with higher expression frequency in newly diagnosed than relapse MM patients (16) . Its expression has been frequently detected in osteolytic lesions of MM patients (58) . It has been demonstrated to be expressed in about two-third of MM patients with bone marrow plasma cell infiltration > 10% (14) . The high expression frequency of MAGE-C2 in MM implies that this antigen might represent a potential target for cancer vaccines especially when considering the results of previous studies which showed its capability to elicit spontaneous humoral as well as CD8 + T cell responses in patients with MAGE-C2 expressing solid tumor (30).
NY-ESO-1
It encodes the most immunogenic CTA. It has been proved to be expressed in about one-third of stage III myelomas and plasma cell leukemias (35) as well as the same percentage of total MM samples (34) . In addition, its expression has been seen in an extramedullary plasmocytoma patient who also showed a strong immune response against NY-ESO-1 (30) . The increased expression of NY-ESO-1 has been demonstrated in MM patients with cytogenetic abnormality (CA) compared to patients with normal cytogenetics. In addition, high NY-ESO-1 expression has been seen in relapsing MM particularly those with CA. Spontaneous NY-ESO-1-specific antibodies have been detected in one-third of NY-ESO-1 expression patients especially in CA patients. Furthermore, spontaneous NY-ESO-1-specific T cells have been found in the peripheral blood of NY-ESO-1 expressing patients and these cells were able to kill primary MM cells after expansion (61).
ROPN1
It is a testis-restricted antigen which is shown to be expressed in MM cell lines as well as about half of the MM primary samples. The immunogenicity of ROPN1 has been verified by the occurrence of specific antibodies in patients' sera. Its expression at the cell surface of MM plasma cells makes it a promising target for MM immunotherapy. In addition, HLA class I-restricted cytotoxic lymphocytes have been generated with ability to kill autologous MM cells (62).
SSLP1
It is a novel CTA whose expression has been demonstrated in most MM cell lines at RNA and protein levels while it was not expressed in normal bone marrow. In addition, it has been proved to be expressed in a high percentage of MM patients at least once during the course of their disease as well as in considerable percentage of newly diagnosed patients. Of note, its expression was associated with adverse cytogenetics, negative prognostic factors as well as a reduced overall survival after allogeneic stem cell transplantation. About 10% of patients showed spontaneous anti-SLLP humoral immunity. In addition, in vitro stimulation with SLLP1 could result in induction of antigen-specific T cells (63).
SPANXB
Its expression as well as induction of high titer immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies against it has been demonstrated in a subset of MM patients (64) . It has been shown by microarray analysis to be expressed in a small percentage of MM patient samples and cell lines as well as MGUS and normal bone marrow plasma cells (36) . SPANXB-derived peptides have been shown to induce CD8 + T cell response in MM patients as well as healthy donors (65).
SSX Genes
Several members of SSX (synovial sarcoma, X chromosome) genes including SSX1, SSX2, SSX4, SSX5, and SSX8 have been shown to be frequently expressed in MM cell lines. In addition, SSX6 are SSX7 shown to be less fre-quently expressed in such cell lines (30) . These genes emerged as promising candidates for MM immunotherapy. Co-expression of SSX1, 2, 4, and 5 has been shown to be correlated with decreased survival (66) . Although most of SSX genes are testis-restricted, some of them such as SSX4 have a less restricted pattern among normal tissues.
SSX1
It has been among the most frequent testis-restricted CTAs in both newly diagnosed and relapse MM patients. In relapse MM patients, the expression of SSX1 has been associated with shorter overall survival as well as shorter progression free survival (16) . It has been shown by microarray analysis to be expressed in MM patient samples and cell lines but not in MGUS (36) . Its mRNA expression has been shown to be significantly higher in advanced stage MM patients than in early stages (67).
SSX2
Its expression has been shown in both newly diagnosed MM cases and relapse ones with comparable frequencies (16) . It has been shown to be expressed in 12% of all MM samples with a bone marrow plasma cell infiltration of more than 10% (14) . It has been shown by microarray analysis to be expressed in a small percentage of MM patient samples and cell lines but not in MGUS (36) . Another study has revealed a strong association between the expression of SSX2 and reduced survival (66).
SSX3
Its expression has been shown in both newly diagnosed MM cases and relapse ones with comparable frequencies (16) . It has been shown by microarray analysis to be expressed in a small percentage of MM patient samples and cell lines but not in MGUS (36).
SSX4
It has been shown by microarray analysis to be expressed in MM patient samples and cell lines but not in MGUS (36) . However, another study has shown its expression in a minority of healthy bone marrow samples (30) . Its mRNA expression has been shown to be significantly higher in advanced stage patients than in early stages (67).
CTA Immunogenicity in MM Patients
The existence of blood-testis barrier has made testis an immune-privileged site so sperms in the testis do not elicit immune responses. Such barrier is made by tight junctions between Sertoli cells along the basolateral aspect and between capillary endothelial cells. Since spermatogenesis initiates at puberty, novel cell surface antigens are expressed after finishing the time for immune system to recognize self from non-self. In addition, antigen-presenting cells are barely seen within the seminiferous tubules and human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I is not expressed on the surface of germ cells (21) . For these reasons, testis specific antigens are not presented to the immune system and if such antigens are expressed in other tissues rather than testis, they can elicit immune responses. However, some CTAs are shown to be expressed in some normal tissues in a level which is not comparable with their high expression level in the testis and tumor cells. Such mRNA expression in normal tissues other than testis does not usually lead to protein expression and immunogenicity. Instead (54) . In addition, MAGE-C1/CT7 has been shown to elicit spontaneous humoral responses in a subset of MM patients with all of them being in advance stages (68) . Another study has shown CD8 + T cell activity against a number of CTAs including NY-ESO-1, LAGE-1 and some MAGE-A antigens in many MM patients (69) . Collectively, these data show the ability of CTAs to elicit both humoral and cellular immune response in MM patients which implies the suitability of these antigens for immunotherapy of these patients.
Clinical Trials Using CTAs in MM
Frequent heterogeneous expression of CTAs within tumors and immune escape mechanisms of tumor cells imply that the use of different CTAs in a vaccine would be preferable (36) . This strategy has been applied in some clinical trials. Such an approach would broaden the range of patients who benefit from a vaccine formulation. For instance, MAGE-C1/CT7, MAGE-A3/6 and LAGE-1 have been suggested as good candidates for immunotherapy, given that it has been shown that they collectively cover 85% of MM cases (34) . A previous report has shown that immunization of a healthy donor with MAGE-A3 protein elicits strong antigen specific antibody, CD8 + and CD4 + T cell responses that can be transferred and expanded posttransplant in the recipient. Such an approach resulted in detectable MAGE-A3 specific immune responses until one year and clinical remission up to 2.5 years after transplant (70) (2007). Numerous clinical trials vaccinating MM patients with MAGE family and NY-ESO-1 are currently enrolling patients (71, 72) . Table 2 shows a number of CTAbased clinical trials conducted in MM patients.
Potential Side Effects Associated With Immunotherapy Modalities
Although immunotherapeutic approaches have been developed to lessen the side effects associated with conventional anti cancer modalities, they have been shown to cause adverse effects. For instance, although notable clinical responses were seen in a subset of patients treated with T cell receptor (TCR)-modified T cells redirected against two antigens including NY-ESO-1, on and off-target toxicity was associated with most of these clinical responses, and lethal complications have been detected in some patients (82) . Of note, as some CTAs such as NY-ESO-1 have been shown to be expressed in normal stem cells, some potential side effects can be attributed to this expression pattern (9) . In addition, materials used in the preparation of ex-vivo expanded T cells such as complex media, serum and cytokines, and genetic modification, can increase the risk for infusion reactions (83) . However, DC based vaccination has been shown to be associated with low toxicity (84) . Finally, administration of monoclonal antibodies can result in immune reactions such as acute anaphylaxis, serum sickness, the generation of antibodies as well as numerous adverse effects that are related to their specific targets (85) . Consequently, attempts are focused on the minimization of immunotherapy associated side effects.
Conclusions
The frequent and high expression level of CTAs in MM patients shows that these antigens can be applied as cancer biomarkers as well as targets for immunotherapy in these patients. As down-regulation of CTA expression over time may restrict their potential application for immunotherapeutic approaches in cancers, it is necessary to evaluate their expression during the course of disease (14) . Consequently, longitudinal analyses of CTA expression are of value. Among CTAs, the highest expressions in MM have been reported for MAGE-A, MAGE-C1 and NY-ESO-1 (47, 86) . Therefore, future studies should focus on application of these antigens in clinical settings especially when considering the role of MAGE-C1 and MAGE-A3 in promoting the survival of myeloma cells.
The identification of CSCs in MM and the resistance of such cells to conventional and even novel therapies necessitate the search for new treatment modalities for elimination of such cells. Future studies should focus on the analysis of CTA expression in MM CSCs to find whether these antigens are special markers for these cells. CTA based immunotherapy has the possible advantage of targeting such cells within the populations of MM cells, thus preventing disease recurrence.
